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Abstract: Thermo-mechanical energy storage can be a cost-effective solution to provide flexibility
and balance highly renewable energy systems. Here, we present a concise review of emerging
thermo-mechanical energy storage solutions focusing on their commercial development. Under a
unified framework, we review technologies that have proven to work conceptually through project
demonstration at a scale above 1 MW by describing the current state of commercial development,
quantifying techno-economic parameters, outlining the challenges, and assessing each technology’s
potential for commercial viability. The levelized cost of storage for thermo-mechanical energy storage
at storage duration between 8 h and 1 week is cheaper than that of lithium-ion batteries and hydrogen
storage; however, energy storage for such duration does not pay for itself at the current renewable
penetration levels. For medium-term energy storage to be viable, at the realistic storage cost of
15 USD/kWh to 40 USD/kWh, the investment cost for power components should decrease to one-
fifth of the current costs. Thermo-mechanical energy storage can be economically viable at the
current investment costs in off-grid systems only when the marginal cost of alternative fuel exceeds
100 USD/MWh. We identified the cost ratio (charge power cost/discharge power cost) and the
discharge efficiency as the critical technology-related performance parameters. Other external factors
such as wind and solar fractions, demand, interconnections, sector coupling, and market structure
play an important role in determining the economic feasibility of thermo-mechanical energy storage.

Keywords: energy storage; thermo-mechanical; market analysis; techno-economic optimization

1. Introduction

The higher share of the generation from fluctuating renewable energy sources de-
mands cost-effective strategies to provide flexibility to balance the supply and demand of
electricity. Scheduling conventional power plants with good weather forecasting, managing
flexible loads, and curtailing excess renewable energy can help handle the flexible variable
renewable energy deployments; however, these strategies alone are insufficient. Increased
interconnections, proper sector coupling, and a large amount of storage are required when
the renewable penetration levels increase beyond today’s level. Earlier studies [1–4] show
that cheap medium- to long-term energy storage is critical when the renewable penetration
levels approach 100%.

Energy storage works by moving energy through time to maintain balance. It can
offset peak load hours on the system using energy stored at low demand times and provide
ancillary services to the electricity grid to ensure power quality, reliability, and stability.
Based on the response characteristic, energy storage capacity, and storage cost, a particular
storage technology may be well suited to one application or the other. Storage for <1 h
is enough to provide ancillary services to the grid. Storage duration between seconds to
a few hours provides service continuity when switching from one source of electricity
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to another. Technologies well suited for ancillary services are not suitable for long-term
storage because of the high self-discharge and large capital expenditure [3].

Large grid-scale stationary batteries are considered an integral part of future electricity
networks [5,6]. The cost, especially of lithium-ion batteries, has been significantly reduced
in the past decade. The largest batteries in operation today have a range of no more than
100 MW/MWh. Batteries have a limited ability to decouple power and energy capacity
costs. Because of the high energy storage costs, batteries are unlikely to provide bulk
storage for more than a day, even if the storage cost is reduced to 150 $/kWh [7].

Pumped hydro storage is a reliable and proven bulk storage technology with high
round-trip efficiency (>75%) and a discharge duration in the range of a few hours to days.
According to the latest Global Energy Storage Database published by Sandia National Lab-
oratories [8], pumped hydro storage represents 94.7% of all electrical storage technologies
in operation today with a storage capacity of 181.9 GWh. The main drawback of pumped
hydro storage is that the potential for expansion in the industrial world is low, as most
convenient locations are already exploited [9].

Thermo-Mechanical Energy Storage (TMES) can be directly compared with pumped
hydro storage because they have similar discharge characteristics and capacity (order of
100 s of MW). These technologies can cover both the 8 h to 18 h duration required for
day-to-day smoothing of solar PV and the 3 day to 7 day duration required for smoothing
wind power gaps caused by low wind periods. TMESs use mechanical energy to drive
thermodynamic cycles and store electricity in the form of thermal energy. TMES concepts
can be broadly divided into four categories based on operation principles, as shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. General classification of thermo-mechanical energy storage concepts. Similar classifications
are also used in other published papers, for example, see [10]. Technologies demonstrated at a scale
>1 MW are highlighted in solid colors.

• Thermal Energy Storage (TES) systems use excess power to increase the temperature
of a storage medium and store heat, which can be converted back to power. Further
classification is based on the storage mediums.
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• Compressed Air Energy Storage (CEAS) systems compress air and store air at high
pressures. The thermal energy of compression may or may not be utilized depending
on the configuration of the CEAS system.

• Pumped Thermal Energy Storage (PTES) systems use electrical energy to power a heat
pump during charging and store energy as the temperature difference between two
heat reservoirs. Further classification is based on the thermodynamics cycles used
during the process.

• Liquid Air Energy Storage (LAES) systems store potential energy in the form of low-
pressure liquefied air. Further classification is made based on their interaction with
energy sources.

The future role of bulk electricity storage is uncertain. Models with projected future
costs show that lithium-ion batteries will be the most cost-efficient for storage applications
for <8 h, and hydrogen storage will be the most cost-efficient technology for seasonal
storage [11]. Lithium-ion batteries and hydrogen storage still require extensive research
and development to meet the projected cost reduction to be commercially viable for bulk
electricity storage. TMESs can provide an alternative to uncertain cost projection for
lithium-ion batteries and hydrogen storage. TMES relies on well-established components.
Thus, technological advancement and commercial deployment might be much faster than
technologies dependent on new components and processes.

This work focuses on reviewing TMES technologies, emphasizing commercial applica-
tions. The current technical and economic parameters, commercial maturity levels, future
research perspectives, and advantages/disadvantages of each technology are presented
in a unified framework for the technologies already commercialized or proven to work
through demonstration. We use electricity market data to show the gap between techno-
economic state-of-the-art and profit generation potential in the current market. We critically
analyze the revenue generation potential of TMES and quantify the power, energy storage
investment costs, and the marginal cost of alternative electricity generation required for
them to be market competitive. Finally, we identify the critical techno-economic parameters
that can improve the performance of the TMES technologies.

2. Materials and Methods

We focus on the emerging technologies proven to work conceptually—at least through
a few demonstration projects (at a scale of 1 MW or higher)—with the potential to be
commercially viable soon. For each technology that passes our filtering criteria, the review
of technologies is arranged to cover the following:

• Brief technological description: charging, storage, and discharging.
• The history of the technology: Includes origin of the idea and any successful demon-

stration afterward.
• Description of relevant research that widens the understanding of the technology.
• Detail of commercial facilities built up to date: If the technology is relatively mature, a

description of the largest projects is provided. Projects planned on the near horizon
are mentioned.

• Quantitative description of efficiency, storage characteristics, and capacities.
• Research and development perspectives.
• Advantages and disadvantages.

2.1. Collection of Techno-Economic Data and Uncertainty

Cost and performance data for TES, PTES, and adiabatic CAES were originally col-
lected/estimated based on data from trusted international sources and correspondences
with companies working on the concepts and further verified with the published literature.
Since different data sources provide cost values based on various assumptions, the reported
data are adjusted uniformly. Cost and most of the performance data for pumped hydro,
lithium-ion batteries, and hydrogen storage were obtained directly from [11], as they were
collected using industry-validated sources. Cost and technological data for LAES were
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estimated based on a recent review paper [12], the data published by the only manufacturer
of LAES technology, High-view Power, and other relevant research papers. While reporting
cost and performance, we avoided relying on data from a single source, emphasized recent
data (not older than 2015), and avoided obtaining data even from recent publications if the
original sources were older.

The estimated investment costs are only valid for systems with discharge ratings
>1 MW. Operation and Maintenance (O&M) cost is considered fixed per MWh stored
energy and MW rated power per year. Cost data are expressed as USD/kW (discharged
electricity) or USD/kWh (storage), fixed prices, excluding Value Added Tax and other
taxes. The investment cost includes the costs associated with purchasing equipment,
installation, and balance of plant but does not include the owners’ pre-development costs
and interest accrued during construction. Factors such as rent of land, tax-related expenses,
decommissioning costs, etc., are not included either. The cost of conventional power
generation units tends to differ in the USA, Europe, and other places, but this factor is not
accounted for in the assumptions. Most of the original data were obtained from European
sources; the conversion factor of USD 1 = EUR 0.82 expressed cost uniformly in USD terms.
Additional costs such as the costs of grid expansion are not included in the presented data.

The investment cost—power—in the literature is often reported as power cost per
discharged electrical unit, where the capacity of the charging component is related to the
reported round-trip efficiencies. The investment cost—power—mentioned in this paper
uses the same definition. It is, however, desirable to break out charging and discharging
power costs for TMES because charging and discharging components can be independently
sized for either slow or fast charging. We define the cost ratio as shown in Equation (1) to
decompose investment cost into charging and discharging investment power costs. The
charging investment cost is the cost of extending the electrical charging capacity by 1 kW
grid energy. The discharge investment cost is the cost of extending discharged electricity
by 1 kW.

costratio =
charge cost ($/kWcharge,ele)

discharge cost ($/kWdischarge,ele)
(1)

The technical lifetime is the expected time when the technology is operated close to its
original performance when the expected regular operation and maintenance is performed.
The cost of such regular operations and maintenance is included in the O&M specification.

2.1.1. Efficiency

The efficiencies described in the paper are energy efficiencies. Round-trip efficiencies
are expressed in terms of electric-to-electric efficiencies and are defined by Equations (2)–(4).

ηcharge =
(EnergyMechanical + EnergyThermal)stored

WorkInele
(2)

ηdis =
WorkOutele

(EnergyMechanical + EnergyThermal)stored
(3)

ηRT =
WorkOutelec

WorkInele
(4)

Most TMESs operate in cycles; separating charging and discharging efficiency is not
straightforward. Still, expressing efficiencies in terms of charging and discharging effi-
ciencies is useful for modeling future capacity expansion and grid dispatch optimization
models. We defined charging efficiency as the ratio of thermal and mechanical energy
available for further work for the given amount of net electrical work input. If the charg-
ing cycle uses stored thermo-mechanical energy from the discharge cycle, this input is
considered free energy. The discharge efficiency is the ratio of the net electrical energy
produced and the available thermo-mechanical energy stored during the charge cycle. We
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defined an efficiency ratio (ηratio), as shown in (5), in order to show the impact of charge
and discharge efficiencies.

ηratio =
ηcharge

ηdis
(5)

2.1.2. Uncertainty

Local conditions widely determine the cost of renewable energy technologies. It is
impossible to predict the generalized cost for all locations. For emerging technologies,
the uncertainty is even higher because the path of technological advancement is difficult
to predict. TMES use components that are already available on an industrial scale. For
example, the cost of power equipment such as turbines, compressors, and steam generators
is not likely to change much because of the benefits of economy of scale and automated pro-
duction.

Despite the methodological consistency of data collection, we expect the cost and
performance predictions for the emerging technologies to be highly uncertain. Therefore,
we conducted most of the analysis on this paper not based on the analysis of technologies
on predicted cost but rather tried to answer at what realistic and achievable cost and
performance parameters the particular technology will have relevance. We compared each
technology with each other and with lithium-ion battery and hydrogen storage using the
levelized cost of storage (LCOS) and by conducting energy system simulations. The details
of those studies are included in Section 5.

3. Description of Technologies
3.1. Thermal Energy Storage (TES)

Thermal energy can be stored in the form of sensible, latent, and thermo-chemical heat.
Although the concept of using latent heat for temperatures above 500 °C is discussed in the
literature [13,14], these kinds of technologies are in the conceptual phase. Thermo-chemical
heat storage technologies are not developed enough for the high-temperature thermal
storage required for storing heat to produce electricity [15]. Sensible heat storage is the
simplest and only mature technology to store heat at the high temperatures required for
bulk electricity storage.

Sensible heat storage systems store heat by increasing the single-phase storage
medium’s temperature. The stored high-temperature heat is converted to electricity by
using different cycles such as the Rankine, Brayton, and Air-Brayton cycles. The overall
efficiency of the discharge cycle can be improved by the co-generation of heat.

Molten salts, oil, ceramics, and rocks are used as the typical storage medium, but other
storage materials can be used as well [16] for using desert sand as high-temperature thermal
storage material. Figure 2 shows a general outline of the high-temperature sensible heat
storage system. The charging configuration may be different depending on the charging
method. Based on the screening of the technologies that fit the selection criteria described
in Section 2, high-temperature sensible heat storage based on liquid (molten salts) and
solids (rocks) that operate with the Rankine cycle is discussed further.
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Figure 2. Generic schematic of a two-tank high-temperature heat storage system used for molten
salt. In variations with one tank, the hot and cold storage are separated naturally by the temperature
gradients.

3.1.1. Liquid-Molten Salt-Based Systems

Molten salts have unique thermo-physical properties that make them an ideal storage
medium. They have a high boiling point, low vapor pressure, low viscosity, and high
specific heat capacity. By changing the chemical composition of salts, the thermophysical
properties of the salt can be adjusted.

Two distinct configurations for molten salt storage exist. The two-tank system uses
molten salts as heat transfer fluid and storage medium by storing cold and hot salts in two
separate tanks. The thermocline system uses a single storage tank where hot and cold salt
is separated naturally by a temperature gradient. The dual tank configuration (about 30%
more costly than the single tank) is exclusively used for modern large-scale CSP plants
with a power rating above 10 MW because they can constantly supply high-temperature
heat and have lower storage loss compared to single-tank systems [17].

During charging, electric power is converted into heat using electrical heaters. If high-
grade heat is available, such as from a concentrated solar, gas burner, or nuclear reactor, the
high-grade is used directly to charge the system. The heat from the molten salt storage is
used to discharge energy, typically in steam-based Rankine cycles.

The use of molten salts dates back to 1960, when they were used as thermally stable
fuel to develop a new generation of nuclear reactors [18]. The first use of molten salt as a
heat storage medium started only in the early 1990s as a heat storage medium for a CSP
plant on the Mojave desert in California [19]. The success of the 10 MW pilot power plant on
the Mojave desert helped the commercial development of molten salts as a storage medium
for CSP, making it the most widespread storage material in CSP applications today.

More than 95% of global thermal energy storage operation in CSP plants is based on
molten salt technology. It is estimated to have a total storage capacity of 21 GWh at the end
of 2019 [20,21]. Molten salt storage is a matured technology for CSP application marketed
by several multi-national companies, including MOSAS from MAN, eTES from Flagsol,
Pintailpower, Yara international, Aalborg CSP, and Alpha Laval.

The standard CSP technology uses solar towers to heat the molten salt and store
the hot salt in pressurized flat bottom tanks at a temperature of 565 °C. Cold storage is
maintained at a temperature of 270 °C. The discharge cycle uses the layout of a typical
steam-based power plant. For example, the Gemasolar plant in Spain, built-in 2011, uses
three pressure level steam turbines to generate 20 MW of power. Ouarzazate Solar Power
Station in Morocco is the largest CSP plant globally, with a power capacity of 510 MW [22].
The DEWA project in Dubai, expected to be completed in a few years, will dethrone the
Ouarzazate for the title of the largest CSP plant with a power capacity of 700 MW [23].

Although molten salt storage is mainly associated with CSP, it can be used in areas
with abundant wind resources by replacing solar fields and towers with electrical heaters.
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In a typical CSP application, the investment cost and space required for installing a solar
field are substantial; in comparison, electric heaters are significantly cheaper. Electric
heaters provide greater flexibility of using excess electricity by scaling up the charging
power and storing a relatively large amount of energy in a short duration. However, the
Rankine-based discharge cycle is relatively costly.

3.1.2. Solid-Rocks-Based Systems

Rocks are thermally and chemically stable in a wide temperature range. They are non-
toxic and non-flammable, and they have good thermal properties: high specific heat, good
thermal conductivity, low thermal expansion coefficient, and high mechanical resistance to
thermal cycling. Some types of rocks can efficiently be heated up to 1000 °C and transfer
heat effectively with air. These properties make solid rocks an excellent storage medium
for high-temperature energy storage. It is worth mentioning that concrete also offers low
cost, stable thermal properties, and simple industrial production. The use of concrete for
temperatures <400 °C is well-documented [24–26]. The use of concrete for temperatures
>500 °C, generally required for good thermal-electrical efficiencies, is not commercially
developed yet.

During charging, electric power is converted into heat either using electrical heaters or
a heat pump. Air is used as the heat transfer fluid to transfer heat to the rock bed, recover
heat, and produce steam in a heat recovery steam generator that discharges the system and
produces electricity and possibly heat for district heating.

Zurich Utility built the first known high-temperature rock bed storage in Switzerland
in 1984. This 5 MW solar plant was used as a reference system to study the potential
of such systems theoretically and experimentally in 1991 [27]. At that time, the pressure
drop across the rock bed was a serious problem. Many theoretical and demonstration
studies [28–32] contributed vastly to understanding and designing effective rock storage
for commercialization of the technology.

Siemens Gamesa started model development of electric thermal energy storage with
rocks in 2002. In 2004, the first test site with 5 MWh capacity was built. Under the
support of the Federal German Ministry of Economic Affairs and Energy, a real-scale pilot
demonstration plant was commissioned in 2019. The pilot plant located in Hamburg,
Germany, uses over 1000 tons of rock and has a thermal storage capacity of 130 MWh.
Based on these demonstrations and research projects, Siemens Gamesa has commercialized
the technology as scalable and modular units at different capacities.

In Denmark, the HT-TES (High-Temperature Thermal Energy Storage) demonstration
project (2016–2019) analyzed the potential of using various types of rocks under cyclic
thermal loading. The project found that the rock storage is technically sound and has
socio-economical feasibility in the long term. The project also concluded that the current
tariff structure might not support the corporate feasibility of rock storage.

At the point of writing, only a few rock-based TES demonstration plants operate at a
scale > 1 MW, and temperatures higher than 500 °C. Siemens Gemesa’s Electric Thermal
Energy Storage demonstration plant in Germany has a rated discharge power of 1.5 MW
and uses 1000 tons of volcanic rocks to store 130 MWh of electric energy. The plant has a
charging efficiency of 99%, discharge efficiency of 45%, and storage losses of <1% of the
stored energy per day.

3.1.3. Energy Efficiency and Losses

Molten salt-based TESs that use the electric heater for charging achieve a charging effi-
ciency close to 99%. Small rock sizes and effective flow rates are required for a comparable
charging efficiency [33] in rock-based systems.

The discharge efficiency depends on the design of the discharge system and the
temperature of the storage. Typical sensible storage uses the Rankine cycle for discharge.
Overall, the round-trip efficiency of the best-known Rankine cycle-based system for power
generation working with the highest temperature of 565 °C, is around 40% [34,35].
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If sensible heat is stored at a temperatures higher than 600 °C, supercritical steam
generators can be used, and such systems’ practical round-trip efficiency can be around
45%. Research on discharge cycle based on supercritical CO2 Brayton cycle at temperatures
higher than 600 °C is ongoing, and it is expected to increase efficiency and reduce the cost
of TES even further [36,37].

The storage tank’s temperatures, size, and height/diameter factor and insulation
influence the heat losses during storage. Annual storage losses in a commercial CSP plant
with typical steel tanks with standard insulation were observed to be <1% per day [19].
For rock-based systems, the storage losses themselves are low, and studies on continuous
8 h-charging/16 h-discharging cycles have shown that the storage losses are about 0.5%
of the input heat [30]. It is safe to assume storage losses to be <1% day for rock storage
systems that do not operate continuously.

3.1.4. Typical Characteristics and Capacities

TESs can be constructed as scalable modular units. Enhancing the storage capacity
does not require extra investment for the power components. The charging component
typically costs <10% of the discharge component; therefore, the total investment costs for
additional storage and charging capacity are relatively small. This enables TESs to charge
systems quickly and dispatch electricity for a longer duration.

An an energy to power ratio (ratio between storage capacity and discharge power) of 7
to 15 is typically used for CSP applications. A storage duration longer than a few weeks is
limited by the energy loss in the storage tanks. Although typical storage losses for molten
salt systems are <1% per day, a part of the tank may be exposed to higher losses that
promote solidification of the salt [38]. Storage duration >7 day should only be considered
if solidification is entirely ruled out, for example, by having auxiliary electric heaters in
many different parts of the tank. For rock-based systems, a storage duration of a few weeks
is possible.

3.1.5. Research and Development Perspective

The high melting point of the molten salt mixture means that additional energy is
needed to avoid the solidification of salts. A hot storage temperature of at least 600 °C
is needed to utilize more efficient supercritical steam or supercritical CO2 generators.
Some promising research results for finding a new generation of molten salts are reported
by [39–41]. Molten salt is an electrolyte, which, at high temperatures, is corrosive. Large-
scale storage depends on the ability to use low-cost construction materials. Despite much
research in the area [42–44], finding appropriate low-cost storage tank material and coating
to prevent corrosion is still a challenge.

When rocks are heated to temperatures of 600 °C from the ambient, they expand (1%
to 2%) and subsequently contract when cooled [45]. The thermal expansion of steel is
twice the thermal expansion of rocks. It is still a challenge to solve expansion stress in the
steel tanks cost-effectively. Even when they are of the same type, rocks may have different
individual minerals in them. Different expansion coefficients of the individual minerals
may cause internal fractures and disintegration in the form of dust. The dust wears the
turbomachinery. An effective solution for dust management is yet to be found.
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3.1.6. Advantages and Disadvantages of Thermal Energy Storage

Advantages Disadvantages

No geographic constraints for construction of
storage facility

Known scalable technology

Cheap investment cost for charging and
storage units. Those units can be sized
independently of discharge capacity

Molten Salt
Good heat and electrical conductivity, high
thermal and chemical stability, low viscosity,
and environmental friendliness

Rocks
Highly abundant cheap material,
good thermal and chemical stability,
environmental friendly

Costly compared to pumped hydro storage

Round-trip efficiency limited by Carnot
efficiency

Relatively high melting point,
small liquid temperature range,
and corrosive at high temperature

Expansion of rock pose a significant challenge,
dust generation should be managed properly

3.2. Pumped Thermal Energy Storage

PTES uses electrical energy to power a heat pump cycle during charging to create a
temperature difference between two heat reservoirs. The thermal storage can be sensible,
latent, or chemical. During discharging, the temperature difference between the reservoirs
drives a thermal cycle. The Carnot efficiency does not limit the round-trip efficiency of PTES
because it is theoretically possible to extract most of the charging work during discharge.

Bryton cycle-based PTES systems use an ideal gas as the power cycle working fluid
and operate similar to reversible Joule–Brayton cycles. Rankine cycle-based systems use
transcritical working fluids (often CO2) or the subcritical (or latent) PTES with steam or
ammonia as the working fluid.

Patents with the concept of PTES were already filled in the 1920s [10]. There is
a wide range of theoretical studies conducted on PTES based on Bryton cycles [46–48],
Ericsson cycles [49], Rankine cycles based on CO2 [50–52], and steam cycles [53]. Practical
implementation of the concept other than PTESs based on Bryton cycles is limited; therefore,
we focus on Bryton cycle-based systems in the subsequent text.

An Italian company, Saipem, filed a patent application [54] for a PTES based on Bryton
cycles that use argon as the working fluid and sensible hot storage at temperatures above
1000 °C using concrete in 2007. At the same time, a UK-based company, Isentropic Ltd,
filed another patent [55] that also used argon as the working fluid but stored heat at
temperatures around 600 °C using a Packed bed. These two systems were extensively
discussed in the literature [46,56–58]); however, it appears that the concept never got
materialized. Isentropic Ltd is bankrupt, and there are no current records that show
Saipam’s technology was ever built. A Google spin-off, Malta Inc, is currently working
with a PTES design based on Bryton cycles [59] that utilize molten salt for hot storage and
a chilled liquid to store cold [59].

In 2021, Stiesdal storage technologies and the energy and fiber-optic group Andel
signed an agreement to build a utility-scale prototype of a new full-scale rock storage system
based on the innovation of Stiesdal storage technologies [60–62]) for long-term energy
storage. A demonstration plant of 2 MW discharge power capacity is being constructed
for commissioning in 2022. Stiesdal’s Grid-Scale Technology uses air as the working fluid
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and rocks as a storage medium. During charging, air from the low-pressure cold tank (at
2.5 bar) is compressed to a pressure of 7.5 bar resulting in an exit temperature from the
compressors of about 540 °C (1–2 in Figure 3).

Figure 3. Schematics of Stiesdal’s Grid Scale technology. Green is the charge cycle; pink is the
discharge cycle. The compressors are blue, and the turbines are red. The schematic is verified with
Stiesdal storage technologies.

The heat of compressed air is transferred in the high-pressure hot storage tank (2–3)
with the volcanic rocks. The air exiting the high-pressure tank is cooled to the ambient (3–4)
and further expanded in a turbine (4–5) to lower the temperature and pressure. Cold air at
a temperature of about −39 °C is used to transfer the heat in the low-pressure cold storage
tank (5–1).

During discharge, the low-pressure cold air from the cold store is compressed (6–7),
heated in the high-pressure tank to temperatures of about 535 °C (7–8), and expanded in
turbines (8–9) to release energy. The temperature exiting the turbines at about 320 °C finally
enters the low-pressure tank. A simplified schematic is shown in Figure 3.

3.2.1. Energy Efficiency and Losses

Isentropic efficiency of turbomachinery, work ratio, and heat-to-work ratio are three
main parameters that dictate the overall round-trip efficiency of PTES.

The work ratio, i.e., the ratio between the compression and expansion work during
charging, can be increased by increasing the pressure ratio or increasing the ratio between
discharged temperature after the compressor (T2 in Figure 3) and the inlet temperature to
the compressor (T1 in Figure 3) in the charging loop. Ratio (T2/T1) depends on the working
fluid; for example, argon achieves a higher value of (T2/T1) than air while operating with
the same pressure ratio and same sets of turbomachinery. The pressure ratio, and thus,
the work ratio for a given working fluid, cannot be increased infinitely because of the
difficulty in storing thermal energy at high pressure. For systems operating with low work
ratios (also implies low storage temperatures), a slight decrease in the isentropic efficiency
of turbomachinery has a large impact on overall round-trip efficiency. The heat-to-work
ratio is the amount of heat possessed by the system for a given amount of net-work input.
Large heat-to-work ratios are undesirable because heat transfer irreversibilities have a large
impact on the cycle performance.

Rankine cycle-based PTES systems use sub-critical or transcritical cycles, so they have
a high work ratio, but the heat-to-work ratio of such systems is also higher. In systems with
a high heat-to-work ratio, the heat exchanger designs become the critical factor limiting
round-trip efficiency.
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Since PTES systems store energy as the temperature difference between the heat
reservoirs, the heat-to-work ratio is also the charging efficiency of the system. Patented
and demonstrated PTES systems have a heat-to-work ratio between 2 and 3. The discharge
efficiency mainly depends on the discharge cycle and the pressure ratio, and it is between
0.2 and 0.25 for Bryton cycle-based PTESs.

Thermal and pressure losses further contribute to the decrease in round-trip efficiency.
Thermodynamic analysis of patented PTES technologies showed that they could achieve
theoretical maximum round-trip efficiencies between 59% and 70% [46,63]. In a more
realistic cyclic transient simulation of a similar PTES system, ref. [64] found that an efficiency
of 56.9% might be achievable under realistic operating conditions when all loss components
and cyclic operations are considered. Scalable PTES systems that might achieve round-trip
efficiency of more than 55% require significant development.

3.2.2. Typical Characteristics and Capacities

PTES systems can also be constructed as scalable modular units. Unlike TES, the
highest storage temperature is not the only critical factor for PTES. Therefore, a wide
range of thermal storage mediums (chemical, latent, sensible) can be employed at various
temperature levels. The typical storage period of PTESs is similar to other TMESs and can
cover hours to weeks. The storage losses are mostly related to the thermal losses in the
storage medium.

Since the energy input-to-output ratio depends on the round-trip efficiencies, a charg-
ing system will have a larger rated capacity than the discharge system. The typical cost of
charging components of 1 MW rating is less than that of the discharge components of the
same rating (cost of compressors is less than half that of the turbines [65]). For a discharge
system with a rated discharge capacity of 1 MW and 50% round-trip efficiency, a charging
system of 2 MW is required, resulting in a high cost for the charging system.

3.2.3. Research and Development Perspective

The main technical challenge of using PTESs today is that the compressors required to
compress air to high temperatures are not readily available. State-of-the-art high-pressure
aero gas compressors operate at a temperature range of 450 °C to 700 °C [56]. These titanium
compressors are costly, and even they do not meet the requirement for temperatures above
700 °C. There is a need to find a technical solution, so the existing gas turbines (with single
crystal superalloys) that operate at high temperatures should be designed as reciprocal
machines to work as a compressor and turbine. In other words, the compressors for PTES
applications should be manufactured using the technologies that are currently reserved for
turbines.

3.2.4. Advantages and Disadvantages of Pumped Thermal Energy Storage

Advantages Disadvantages

Round-trip efficiency not limited by Carnot
efficiency

Provides design freedom to choose various
strategies such as precooling, preheating and
recuperating, working fluids, and storage
temperatures to increase the round-trip
efficiency

No geographic constraints for construction of
storage facility

Thermal storage that can sustain the working
circuit pressure is costly compared to
non-pressurized thermal storage

Compressors that can handle high-temperature
outlet (required for higher efficiency) are costly
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3.3. Compressed Air Energy Storage (CAES)

Compressed air energy storage (CAES) is a technique of converting electrical energy
into mechanical energy reversibly. During charging, the air is compressed using electricity.
It is then stored (as potential energy) in a pressure tank or underground formations such
as an excavated geologic cavern, mined cavity, or porous rock formation. The stored
compressed air’s potential energy is released by an expansion process producing electrical
power. The air can be compressed adiabatically (retaining most of the heat produced during
compression) or isothermally by releasing most of the compression heat to the environment.
Depending on the targeted idealized compression process, CAES technologies are classified
into diabatic, adiabatic, and isothermal CAES.

In Diabatic CAESs, the heat produced during compression is wasted. During the
discharge, stored compressed air should be heated to prevent condensation and icing of
the expansion turbines. All existing large CAES systems are diabatic CAESs, and they rely
on heating the compressed air with fossil fuel.

In an adiabatic CAES, the heat produced during the compression is captured and
stored in separate thermal storage units. The stored heat then replaces the fossil fuel
required in Diabatic CAESs during the discharge. The isothermal CAES system relies on
preventing a temperature increase in compressors during charging and the temperature
drop in expansion turbines. Isothermal CAES is limited to laboratory investigations.

The CAES concept was patented during the 1940s, and had been studied for several
years in Europe [66] before the installation of the world’s first CAES system (Huntorf
power plant) by a German utility, Nordwestdeutsche Kraftwerke, in 1978 [67]. The Huntorf
power plant consists of a two-stage compressor (40 bar and 70 bar) with intercooling for
compressing air, a cavern of about 310,000 m3, about 600 m underground for storage, and
a two-stage natural gas combustor with a rated power of 290 MW [68,69]. The Huntorf
power plant is still in operation and runs on a daily cycle with 8 h of charge and 2 h of
discharge. During the 1970s and 1980s, The US Energy Research and Development Agency
(ERDA) and US National Science Foundation (NSF) initiated two major federally-supported
programs to study and develop CAESs [66]. The results of these research projects and
studies, for example, refs. [66,70,71], and further technological advancements, resulted in
the commissioning of the first CAES power plant (McIntosh) in the USA in 1991.

The working principle of the Huntorf power plant and McIntosh power plant is similar
(they are both diabatic systems), but the McIntosh system uses a recuperator to preheat
the stored compressed air before it enters the combustion chamber (as shown in Figure 4),
resulting in the system that is 10% more efficient than the Huntorf power plant. The two
power plants described above are the only CAES systems currently in operation.

(a) Working principle of the Huntorf power plant
(b) Working principle of the McIntosh power plant

Figure 4. Working principle of two large CAES facilities in operation today. Figures from [68].

Techniques to make CAESs more efficient were studied already in the 1980s [72–76].
The topic received more focus after a European research project [77–79] proposed a new
concept called advanced adiabatic CAES (AA-CAES). Other advanced CAES systems with
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isothermals are proposed in the literature [80–82]), but these are limited to theoretical
analyses.

Around 2004, an innovative, 270 Megawatt, USD 400 million CAES project was
proposed to be commissioned near Des Moines, Iowa in the USA. Unfortunately, after eight
years of development, the project was terminated because of site geological limitations.
The report [83] on the lessons from the project showed that the cost of building such a
facility would be about 20% higher than a comparably sized, conventional natural gas-
fired combined-cycle electric generation facility, and the project’s long-term economics
looked favorable.

The world’s first advanced adiabatic CAES demonstration plant with an electric output
of 90 MW was planned in Germany [84], but the project, after a decade of planning and
feasibility studies, stopped due to lack of economic viability. Several other CAES projects
seem to have started in Japan, Italy, and the UK [78], but they were stopped for either
economic or technical reasons.

3.3.1. Energy Efficiency and Losses

The charging efficiency of diabatic CAESs is around 80%, and the discharge efficiency
is about 70%, leading to a round-trip efficiency of about 55% (electricity to electricity). Ad-
ditional fuel is required to complete the cycle. Therefore, the actual electrical efficiency after
subtracting electricity that could have been produced with the fuel will not be above 45%.

Some of the theoretical studies show that the adiabatic CAES system with thermal
energy storage subsystems can achieve round-trip efficiencies up to 70% [78,79,85]. Achiev-
ing a practical round-trip efficiency of 70% in the near future seems unrealistic because the
rapid development and deployment of the CAES technology (required for better know-how
and technological enhancement) have not happened yet.

The adiabatic CAES systems store the waste heat produced during the compression.
There will be some system losses even when all the heat is effectively stored during
charging. Adiabatic compression is limited to low pressures due to technical limitations on
the temperature at the compressor outlet. Several compression stages and inter-cooling are
required to compress air to high pressures (>4 MPa). Inter-cooling cools the compressed
air temperature after the first compression stage and, thus, reduces the entry temperature
and work required for the air to be compressed to further higher pressures.

The adiabatic CAES system would operate in a temperature regime lower than that of
the existing Diabatic CAES, so it is hard to improve the discharge efficiency of the system
beyond a few percentage points from the current level of 70%. For the systems to achieve
round-trip efficiencies close to 70%, most of the heat of compression should be effectively
reused using several compressors, intercoolers, storage units, reheat cycles, and efficient
turbomachinery. This will significantly increase the cost of the system.

3.3.2. Typical Characteristics and Capacities

The two operational plants have a charge/discharge duration of 8/3 h (Huntorf) and
38/24 h (McIntosh). The system cost of charging components in a CAES system is typically
not much smaller than the discharging system. The cost of compressors per MW electric
charge is about half of the cost of turbines per MW discharge. To minimize the system cost,
CAES is constructed to charge more slowly than when discharging [86].

The volume-specific storage density of compressed air is 5 kWh/m³ to 20 kWh/m³
for 50 bar to 100 bar pressure. Large, cost-effective storage facilities for pressurized air are
essential for CAES systems. The two existing plants utilize salt domes as a storage facility
for the compressed air, but other storage facilities such as abandoned mines and aquifers
might also be used.

Unlike sensible heat storage, it would be difficult to make a modular design for CAES
unless costly steel tanks are used to store the compressed air. Based on the experience
of the two operational plants, the typical storage period can be hours to days. Typical
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storage losses are virtually none for diabatic CAES; adiabatic CAES will have some obvious
thermal losses, but they will not be more than 0.5% of the total input energy.

3.3.3. Research and Development Perspective

The theoretical research in CAES technology is matured, and they all point to the
fact that CAES has a high extrinsic value and is technically sound. However, the lack of
commercial development has halted the progress of technology.

For adiabatic CAES to be feasible, there are two major challenges. There are no off-self
electrically driven compressors that can handle large outlet temperatures (see the similar
discussion in Section 3.2.3), and there is a major challenge to store the high-temperature
heat at the high-pressure levels.

3.3.4. Advantages and Disadvantages of Compressed Air Energy Storage

Advantages Disadvantages

High maximum achievable theoretical
efficiency

Known technology that has been in operation
for years

Fast startup time compared to other TMES

Geographic constraints for construction of
storage facility

Low energy density

3.4. Liquid Air Energy Storage (LAES)

Liquid air energy storage (LAES) or cryogenic energy storage stores energy as liquified
air, as shown in Figure 5. Thermal energy is captured, stored, and recycled between
the charge and discharge cycles. The charging cycle cools down the liquid to very low
temperatures; this cooled liquid air can be stored efficiently in insulated, low-pressure
vessels. When exposed to ambient temperatures, liquid air expands rapidly, and this energy
is used to drive a turbine and create electricity without combustion.

Figure 5. Simplified diagram of Highview Power’s liquid air storage system. Source: Highview
Power®.

Typically, liquid air production uses the well-known Joule–Thomson effect, where
cryogenic coolers liquefy the air. The discharge cycle uses heat and expands the cryogen
to produce power. During the discharge, a considerable portion of the exergy is lost in
the form of cold. In commercially operational plants, the discharging cycle is combined
with the liquefaction, so half of the energy lost during the discharge can be recovered for
liquefaction.
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Storing liquid air as an energy source also dates back to the 1900s when the Tripler
Liquid Air Company developed liquid–air as an alternative fuel to compete with the
steam and electric vehicles of those days [87]. The concept of using cryogenic systems
as large-scale energy storage for load shifting started relatively late. In 1977, researchers
at the University of Newcastle [88] proposed an LAES plant of 20 MW nominal capacity
for peak shaving in the electricity grid. Subsequently, commercial companies Mitsubishi
Heavy Industries [89], Hitachi [90], Highview Power Storage Systems [91], and several
academic researchers, for example, [92–98], investigated and contributed to the maturity of
the technology for load shifting.

Between 2008 and 2014, a pilot-scale demonstration plant was constructed on Scottish
and Southern Energy’s Slough Heat and Power station in Slough, the UK. The results and
experience from this pilot plant finally resulted in Pilsworth Grid-Scale Demonstrator Plant
in Bury, Greater Manchester, in 2018 [99]. The Pilsworth plant, developed by Highview
Power Storage Systems and backed by UK government funding, demonstrated that LAES
could provide balancing services and support the grid during winter peaks. Highview
Power currently operates two additional commercial LAES facilities with a nominal capacity
of 50 MW in Vermont, USA, and Carrington, UK.

3.4.1. Energy Efficiency and Losses

The overall efficiency of liquid air production depends on the plant size and ranges
between 11% and 50% [100]. The only storage energy loss of cryogen is the heat dissipation
of cryogenic tank at the ambient pressure, which can be <1% per day in an insulated dewar
using conventional insulation technologies [87,100].

Combined cycles store heat during compression (charging) and cold during the expan-
sion (discharge). The stored cold is used during charging to increase the charging efficiency,
and the stored heat is used during discharge to increase discharge efficiency. The recovered
cold during discharge alone is insufficient to cool the compressed air to the lowest tempera-
ture [101], so additional electricity is needed for the cooling process. Round-trip efficiency
of the LAES cannot be higher than 43% [97] when expended at the ambient temperature,
even when waste cold during evaporation is effectively used. Round-trip efficiency can
be further increased by hot storage. Not all stored heat energy can be efficiently used in
the discharging process. Combined cycles that utilize thermal storage to store waste heat
during charging (compression) and cold during the expansion (discharge) can achieve
theoretical round-trip efficiency between 50% and 55% [102]. The overall system efficiency
of the stand-alone LAES system is comparable to CAES and hydrogen storage systems.

LAES systems can integrate a wide range of external processes through hot and cold
thermal streams or fuels for combustion to produce electricity, heating, and cooling at the
same time [12]. If external cold sources are available, they can be used instead of electrical
power for cooling during compression. The external heat source at temperatures higher
than 400 K improves the discharge efficiency significantly. Such hybrid systems can achieve
overall round-trip efficiencies of 60% to 70% [101,103].

3.4.2. Typical Characteristics and Capacities

LAES can provide 10 MW to 100 s MW of power and storage capacity in an order of
GWh. The largest operational LAES facility has a power rating of 50 MW and a storage
capacity of 250 MWh. Existing LAES systems have a storage duration of <10 h, but they
can be built in a modular design, such that power and energy ratings can be changed
independently. Further, there are no site constraint limits for the deployment of LAES.

The charging system (liquefaction) is the most expensive subsystem. It can contribute
from 45% to 70% of the total system cost [12]. Therefore, slower charging times and higher
charging efficiencies are critical for techno-economic performance.
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3.4.3. Research and Development Perspective

The research in stand-alone LAES technologies is matured, but many technical chal-
lenges remain. A round-trip efficiency of only 8% was achieved on the pilot plant in Slough,
the UK, in 2008 [99]. Operation below the optimal working pressure, inability to recycle
cold thermal energy completely, and the small system size were listed as the cause of such
low performance. In commercial plants working at a pressure up to 150 bar and optimum
cold and hot energy utilization, the real efficiency can be higher. There are no openly
available performance data showing that efficiency close to the theoretical maximum is
achievable in a real system.

The major advantage of LAES is its ability to integrate external processes in a hybrid
configuration. More case-based research is needed to quantify the financial viability of the
realistic application of hybrid LAES in a particular location with other available renewable
sources, such as solar thermal, or for other applications beyond electricity generation such
as for data center cooling or domestic heating, etc.

3.4.4. Advantages and Disadvantages of Liquid Air Energy Storage

Advantages Disadvantages

No geographic constraints for construction of
storage facility

Energy density is similar to batteries and much
higher than pumped hydro storage and CAES

Can integrate a wide range of external energy
sources to produce electricity, heat, and cold
simultaneously

Requires external heating or fuel to achieve
theoretical round-trip efficiency above 55%

Costly compared to other thermo-mechanical
energy storage technologies

4. Techno-Economic Data

Table 1 shows the projection of techno-economical parameters for emerging TMESs for
2025. Table 2 shows the same parameters for more established technologies, i.e., pumped
hydro storage, lithium-ion batteries, and hydrogen storage. The details on the assumptions
and data collections are discussed in Section 2.

Table 1. Best estimates for techno-economical data for emerging thermo-mechanical energy storage
technologies for 2025. See Section 2 for discussion on data collection and the associated uncertainty.

Name Unit TES
(Molten Salt)

PTES
(Rock)

CAES
(Adiabatic)

LAES
(Standalone)

Investment cost—power # $/kW 1341 1300 1200 1700 a
Investment cost—energy $/kWh 18.30 a 20 27 32
Operation cost—power $/kW-yr 10 5 4 6
Operation cost—energy ## $/MWh 3.5 5 5 4
Cost ratio—power * - 0.1 0.5 0.5 1
Round-trip efficiency ** - 0.42 0.55 0.6 0.5
Discharge efficiency - 0.43 0.25 0.65 0.65
Efficiency ratio *** - 2.3 8.8 1.42 1.18
Self-discharge /day 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.005 x
Lifetime cycles 30,000 16,250 y 16,250 16,250 y
Shelf life years 30 30 y 30 25
Energy density kWhm−3 200 250 15 177
References - [104–107] [108] [11,58,97,107,109] [100,110]

[#] Power capacity cost per kW discharged electricity when the charge and discharge times are equal. [##] Energy

capacity cost per kWh thermal or mechanical. [*] Cost ratio is defined as:
charge cost ($/kWcharge)

discharge cost ($/kWdischarge)
. [**] These are

the expected round-trip efficiencies for a real system that can be built by 2025. [***] The efficiency ratio is defined
as: ηratio =

ηcharge
ηdis

. [a] The current power cost of LAES, according to High-view Power, is in the range of 2000–2200
$/kW. This value is based on their projection of 1500 $/kW for 2030. [x] Same as hydrogen. [y] Same as CAES.
For LAES, investment cost energy is estimated as a combination of PTES based on rocks and Hydrogen storage in
cylinders. For adiabatic CAES, investment cost energy is a summation of diabetic CAES and TES based on rocks.
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Table 2. Best estimates for techno-economical data for comparable technologies for 2025. All data are
obtained from Ref. [11] unless stated otherwise.

Name Unit Pumped Hydro
Storage

Battery
(Lithium-Ion) * Hydrogen **

Investment cost—power $/kW 1129 156 2741
Investment cost—energy $/kWh 80 168 15
Operation cost—power $/kW-yr 8 10 24
Cost ratio—power $- - 1 1
Operation cost—energy $/MWh 1 3 1
Round-trip efficiency 0.78 0.9 0.4
Discharge efficiency - 0.948 0.57
Efficiency ratio - - 1 1.2
Self-discharge /day 0 0.01 0.005
Lifetime cycles 33,250 3250 20,000
Shelf life years 55 13 18

[*] Lithium-ion batteries are the fastest-growing energy storage technology in the market. The market price for
electric vehicle batteries has fallen well below the projected price given by [11]. However, the price of stationary
storage batteries differs from that of electric vehicle batteries. The capital cost included here is based on [86], who
considered the difference between electric vehicles and stationary storage batteries. The cost quoted here still has
a high level of uncertainty. [**] The parameters are for hydrogen production via electrolysis, power generation
via combined cycle, and hydrogen storage in underground pipes/tanks and obtained from [86]. These cost data
reported by [86] are about 20% lower than the costs projected by [11]. The power generation via stationary proton
exchange membrane fuel cells could be substantially cheaper in the future, which may bring the Investment cost
power down to <1500 $/kW [86]. The cost of hydrogen storage, thus, has a high level of uncertainty.

5. Techno-Economical Analysis
5.1. Levelized Cost of Storage

The levelized cost of storage (LCOS) is used to quantify the cost per unit of discharged
electricity for particular storage technology to account for parameters affecting the cost of
discharging and storing electricity during the lifetime [111]. In this work, we used the LCOS
methodology formulated by [11], as shown in Equation (6), without considering end-of-life
costs and assuming fixed electricity price for charging (0 $/MWh), discount rate (7%), and
size (10 MW). Most TMESs can sell heat and electricity, but the revenue from the heat market
was not included in the LCOS analysis. Please refer to the original paper [11] and the sup-
plementary python code LCOS calculations (https://github.com/khem1123/Review-and-
techno-economic-analysis-of-emerging-thermo-mechanical-energy-storage-technologies/
blob/main/LCOS/LCOS.ipynb, accessed on 9 August 2022) for details on calculation
methodology.

LCOS =
Investmentcost + ∑N

n
O&Mcost
(1+r)n + ∑N

n
Chargingcost

(1+r)n

∑N
n

Eledis
(1+r)n

(6)

Figure 6 shows that pumped hydro storage is the cheapest technology for bulk energy
storage. Due to its high investment cost, hydrogen storage is the most expensive technology
for stationary bulk storage for discharge duration of fewer than 50 h. Lithium-ion provides
a cheap storage option when used frequently (more than 250 cycles per year) for a short
discharge duration (<10 h). All emerging TMESs provide relatively cheaper (not as cheap
as pumped hydro storage) options for energy storage for a combination of long discharge
duration and frequent cycles. Some TMESs are better than others. Still, owing to the
uncertainty in predicted price and performance, we can make a generalized comment that
TMESs have distinctive operation areas (a region with bluish color with cycles per year
between 100 and 200 cycles and the discharge time <10 h) where they are cost-competitive
with batteries.

https://github.com/khem1123/Review-and-techno-economic-analysis-of-emerging-thermo-mechanical-energy-storage-technologies/blob/main/LCOS/LCOS.ipynb
https://github.com/khem1123/Review-and-techno-economic-analysis-of-emerging-thermo-mechanical-energy-storage-technologies/blob/main/LCOS/LCOS.ipynb
https://github.com/khem1123/Review-and-techno-economic-analysis-of-emerging-thermo-mechanical-energy-storage-technologies/blob/main/LCOS/LCOS.ipynb
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Figure 6. Levelized cost of storage (LCOS) of various storage technologies. LCOS is plotted as a
function of discharge duration and cycles per year. A cycle consists of equal charge and discharge
duration and variable storage periods. The cost of electricity for charging storage is 0 $/MWh.
Whitespaces in the left side of each sub-figure show the infeasible cycles where the self-discharge
during the storage period is greater than the discharged energy. Whitespaces in the right are the
regions where the cycle time is less than 3 times the discharge duration. See Tables 1 and 2 for
technology input parameters and Section 2 for detailed assumptions.

LCOS provides an “apples-to-apples” comparison among various technologies with
similar use cases (defined here as discharge time and complete cycles per year with a fixed
cost of buying electricity). LCOS does not describe the dynamic operation of energy storage.
The storage is not always discharged to zero states in full-cycle like assumed in our LCOS
study. To calculate if a particular technology is cost-effective for the given use case, each
system component and their capacity and dispatch time series must be jointly studied.

5.2. Market Analysis

We used Python for Power System Analysis (PyPSA) [112] for modeling energy sys-
tems to show the gap between revenue-generating potential from energy arbitrage and
the current cost of building a storage facility. We conducted a case-based study on the
wholesale energy market in Denmark-west of 2020, assuming a storage facility of 1 MW
discharge was built.

A price-taker market model (Figure 7a) assumes that the storage unit can buy and
sell electricity from the grid at the market price without impacting the wholesale market
prices. This assumption is valid when only a few storage facilities participate in the market.
Therefore, the analysis should be used only to understand the revenue-generating potential
of the few first players in the storage market. We used hourly resolution for a whole year,
ignoring the possibilities of participating in heating and regulation markets.
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(a) A storage unit operating in a price-taker’s market (b) A storage unit operating in an off-grid system

Figure 7. Energy storage system models analyzed in this review.

A global constraint was placed so that the storage unit, with specified techno-economical
properties (obtained from Tables 1 and 2), would only be built if it could recover investment
and O&M cost (at a discount rate of 7%) by buying cheap electricity from the market
and selling it at higher market prices. The algorithm maximizes profit by determining
the optimum storage capacity, charge capacity, and charge/discharge patterns. We swept
across power capacity costs and energy storage capacity costs to find the cost combination
boundary line, under which the storage system would generate a small profit. The obtained
cost combinations gave a cost curve for the storage technology.

Analysis of the Danish wholesale electricity market (Figure 8) shows that the storage
technologies cannot pay for themselves at the current renewable penetration level by load
shifting alone. Even a 90% efficient storage technology with a technical lifetime of 30 years
and virtually zero investment cost for power components would not make any profit in a
competitive market at an energy storage capacity cost of more than 100 USD/kWh. For
a TMES with a round-trip efficiency of 70% to be viable, at the realistic storage cost of
15 USD/kWh to 40 USD/kWh, the power components should decrease to one-fifth of the
current level.

Figure 8. Investment cost curves for storage technologies to be market competitive. The curves
assume storage technology creates profit only by load shifting for a duration longer than an hour.
The analysis is based on the wholesale electricity market of 2020 in Denmark.
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The gap in the market was so large that any storage technologies were not able to
generate any profit. It also explains why storage technologies, amid all the hype, are not
already in the market. Lithium-ion batteries operate in the competitive market. However,
they must create additional values related to regulation, flexibility, and energy security
rather than relying on the primary function of load shifting through time longer than
an hour.

In 2021, there was a considerable increase in EU wholesale energy prices, primarily
caused by the increased global gas price worldwide [113]. Uncertain markets and significant
fluctuations in the market enable storage technologies to be profitable. Still, the future of
the electricity market and fuel price is uncertain, and it is not yet profitable investing in
storage technologies in highly interconnected systems.

5.2.1. At What Costs Will TMES Be Commercially Viable?

Investment cost of power and storage components, the cost of alternative fuel, renew-
able penetration levels, interconnections, capacity factors for renewable energy generation,
and sector coupling are some factors that determine if the storage is an economically viable
option. To demonstrate the use cases where the TMES can be feasible and compare the
differences between TMES technologies, we use a simplified case study in an off-grid
system that is not connected to a larger electricity market.

The off-grid system (Figure 7b) was modeled to be powered by a combination of wind,
solar, a type of storage unit, and alternative electricity source at a specified generation cost
of (60, 100, and 140 $/MWh electricity) to meet the constant demand (load) of 100 MW. The
off-grid system could freely choose between wind, solar, alternative fossil fuel generation
sources, and storage to meet the demand purely based on economic incentives. Alternative
fossil fuel generation sources did not require any investment but had a marginal cost of
producing electricity determined by the assumed fuel prices and CO2 taxes. The off-grid
system was optimized by minimizing annualized system cost in every time step. The
highest cost combinations for the storage technology at which the storage technology
reduces the total system cost determined the cost curve for the energy storage technology.
For these simulations, the investment cost for wind and solar was fixed at 910 USD/kW
and 425 USD/kW, respectively, according to the cost projection of wind and solar given
by [114].

For a 100% renewable system, a large amount of storage is required, but the storage is
not used optimally. Therefore, the unit cost storage would be large. In contracts, energy
storage with a small storage capacity would be used to its full potential even at a very high
investment cost. To limit this, we put an additional constraint that the storage technology
should at least discharge 2% of the total electricity demand.

The marginal cost of producing electricity with gas between 2018 to 2021 in Europe
was between 30 USD/MWh and 60 USD/MWh [115]. However, the marginal cost in
other parts of the world, for example, in South Korea, was between 35 USD/MWh and
85 USD/MWh. We used the marginal cost of alternative fuel between 60 USD/MWh and
140 USD/MWh for the off-grid system in anticipation that (1) the marginal cost in such
a remote location will be higher than in the mainland and (2) the marginal cost will rise
in the future because of the CO2 tax. Therefore, we modeled the off-grid system with an
alternative electricity source with a marginal cost of (60 USD/MWh, 100 USD/MWh, and
140 USD/MWh electricity).

Figure 9 shows that the marginal cost of alternative fuel is the main factor that deter-
mines whether the storage is the cheapest option. As long as alternative electricity can be
generated at 60 USD/MWh, the storage is not economically viable. All storage technologies
become financially viable when the marginal cost of alternative fuel rises to 140 USD/MWh.
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Figure 9. Investment cost curves for storage technologies to be economically viable in an off-grid
energy system. Low, intermediate, and high are alternative-fuel costs fixed at 60 USD/MWh,
100 USD/MWh, and 140 USD/MWh. Round-trip efficiencies of each technology are extracted
from Table 1. For the marginal cost of alternative fuel of 100 USD/MWh, blue hatched shades show
the cost ranges for ±10% round-trip efficiencies except for the TES system where the range denotes
±5% round-trip efficiencies. The region below the cost curves represents the costs at which the
technology is feasible; this is highlighted in pink shades for a marginal cost of alternative fuel of
100 USD/MWh. The green error bar shows the uncertainty range of cost for each technology.

At the marginal cost of alternative fuel of 100 USD/MWh, all TMES technologies can
be viable options at projected techno-economic maturity levels. Lithium-ion batteries would
be competitive with all TMES technologies if they follow the project cost reduction and the
energy storage cost goes below 200 USD/MWh. Hydrogen storage, because of its higher
projected investment cost for power and lower round-trip efficiency, is the technology that
may not be competitive at the marginal cost of alternative fuel of 100 USD/MWh when
used only for electricity storage. Further discussion will focus on an alternative fuel price
of 100 USD/MWh to highlight the difference between the TMES technologies.

For its relatively high round-trip efficiency and lower investment cost power, CAES is
feasible under most of the projected cost ranges. Because of the cheap energy investment
cost, TES is a viable option even with the lowest round-trip efficiency among all TMES tech-
nologies. PTES and LAES are also feasible when the energy storage and power investment
costs are near the lower end of projected values.
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5.2.2. Charge and Discharge Efficiency

Decomposing round-trip efficiency into charge and discharge efficiency provides
better insight into how they impact overall system costs. The impact can be explained with
the concept of efficiency ratio (ηratio) described in Section 2 and defined in Equation (5).

LAES and CAES can technically achieve high discharge efficiencies (above 70%) and
can achieve ηratio close to 1. The discharge efficiency of TES is limited by the maximum
thermal efficiencies achievable by the Rankine cycle. Thus, it will have a ηratio higher than
2. PTES is unique because it has a charging efficiency about 8 to 10 times higher than the
discharge efficiency.

Figure 10a shows that high discharge efficiency reduces the overall cost of the storage
system. For example, at an energy storage investment cost of 30 USD/kWh, a storage
technology (with a round-trip efficiency of 60%) but equal charge and discharge efficiency
(77.4% each) could have 28% more expensive power components than another technol-
ogy with the same round-trip efficiency but an efficiency ratio of four (charge efficiency
of ≈155% and discharge efficiency of ≈39%). The purple star denotes this example in
Figure 10a.

LEAS and CAES technologies can be economically viable at higher investment cost—
power—when compared to TES and PTES systems operating at the exact investment
cost—energy—because they have a smaller efficiency ratio. Decreasing the efficiency ratio
(increasing the discharge efficiency) is even more critical when the energy capacity costs
are higher; thus, PTES and TES systems need cheap energy storage to reduce this effect.

(a) Impact of increasing efficiency ratio from 1 to higher values on
the power investment cost. Notice the negative y-axis.

(b) Impact of changing cost ratio from 1 to other values on the
power investment cost.

Figure 10. Percentage reduction in power component cost from the baseline case. Baseline case is a
generic TMES with round-trip efficiency of 60% operating in an off-grid energy system at a marginal
cost of alternative fuel of 100 USD/MWh. The efficiency ratio is changed by fixing the cost ratio at
0.5. The cost ratio is changed by fixing the efficiency ratio at 1.4. A negative y-axis signifies the actual
increase in the power component cost.

5.2.3. Cost of Charging and Discharging Components

TES is characterized by cheap charging power components that are almost 100%
efficient. The unit charging power components ($/MWcharge) for TES costs about 10% of
the unit discharge component ($/MWdis). Having cheap charging power components
enables storage systems to have a rapid charging time. Rapid charging time is desirable
because it enables the use of excess electricity produced in peak hours quickly. The cost ratio
(costratio) defined in Equation (1) is an important parameter that determines the economic
viability of a system, which can be observed in Figure 10b. For example, at an energy
storage investment cost of 40 USD/kWh, a storage technology with charging components
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costing one-tenth of the discharging components could have been built at 30% less cost
($/MWdis) compared to the technology that has the same cost for charging and discharging
components. The red star denotes this example in Figure 10b.

For CAES and PTES, the unit cost of charging components is about half of the discharge
components, and for LEAS, the charging parts and discharging components cost about
the same. TES compensates for lower round-trip efficiencies and higher efficiency ratios
with desirable cost ratios and comparatively cheaper energy storage. CAES technology
is the most market-competitive at the projected cost because it has a comparatively high
discharge efficiency (65%) and a relatively small cost ratio (0.5).

5.3. Discussion on Storage Size and Wind-Solar Capacity Factors

LCOS analysis shows that TMES technologies should operate for specific cycles with
discharge duration >10 h to compete with batteries. The same is true for the off-grid case.
In the Market analysis, we handpicked a case where the TMES would be competitive.
Batteries are usually a good option when used frequently; this is related to the fraction of
energy it should supply or the amount of fuel it should displace.

Completely displacing the alternative fuel requires storage to be built for long duration
and not used optimally. TMES would only be economically viable in the scenario when the
storage cost comes down to <5 USD/MWh. This has already been documented in earlier
published studies [116] and supported by our analysis included in the Supplementary File,
where results from Section 5.2 are replicated for different storage size requirements.

The location’s solar and wind capacity factors also determine the cost at which the
storage technologies are market competitive. Wind-dominated systems need storage
technologies with high discharge efficiencies and small self-discharge (CAES and LAES).
Solar-dominated systems prefer batteries and technologies with a small cost ratio (TES).
Some of these observations are highlighted in the Supplementary File, where the results of
the market analysis discussed in Section 5.2 are extended to off-grid locations with wind
and solar domination.

6. Concluding Remarks

Thermo-Mechanical Energy Storages (TMES) have the potential to provide bulk energy
storage at a large scale. They can cover both the 8 h to 18 h duration required for day-to-day
smoothing of solar PV and the 3 day to 7 day duration required for smoothing wind power
gaps caused by low wind periods. Long life expectancies (in the range of 20 years to
30 years), cheap storage components (<40 $/kWh), and the potential of using already
developed, commercial components make TMES attractive.

TMES are based on a solid and long history of theoretical research. The real-life
implementation of these concepts, however, is limited to a few demonstration plants.
Stories of abandoned projects and below-average performance in constructed facilities are
not new. Most of the concepts would need rapid deployment for further technological
advancement and reduction of cost to be market competitive. The limited deployment of
TMES is primarily because of economic reasons and lack of market rather than technical
limitations. At current penetration levels and fuel prices, TMESs cannot pay for themselves.

TMESs have similar technical performance. What TMES is best for a given project
should be answered by qualitative factors such as geographical restrictions, availability of
external energy sources, technological maturity, and cost quotation from the manufacturers.
If one form of TMES develops rapidly, the economy of scale will likely kick all other forms
of TMES off the market.

In off-grid systems with high fuel prices, TMESs are already economically compet-
itive. Deployment of TMESs on a large scale in such markets would help technological
advancement and cost reduction. Cheap storage components are required when the renew-
able energy penetration increases beyond 80% to 90%. TMESs are likely to achieve cost
reductions if they are developed and deployed rapidly.
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Sector coupling between heating, cooling, and electricity will be as important as the
storage technologies themselves in the future. TMESs can help the sector coupling and pro-
vide the necessary infrastructure to do so. Nothing might have contributed more to shaping
the modern world than the humble heat engines; they will remain crucial, in an evolved
form, helping reverse some of the unwanted consequences caused by their exploitation.

Supplementary Materials: The Supplemental information—Review and techno-economic analysis
of emerging thermo-mechanical energy storage technologies is available from https://www.mdpi.
com/article/10.3390/en15176328/s1.
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